Welcome to DCR's
Manuel F. Correllus State Forest

The Health Hen Sculpture at Manuel Correllus State Forest:

The Health Hen was once plentiful along the eastern coast. By 1850, due to over-hunting and habitat loss, the last few hundred Health Hens in the world were hunted to Martha's Vineyard. Although efforts to save the species were unsuccessful, they paved the way for modern day conservation. Manuel F. Correllus State Forest is the lasting legacy of the once plentiful Health Hen.

The Health Hen statues, sculpted by Todd McCann, can be found by taking a foot or a bicycle walk into the forest from Gate 13 or Gate 19 on the West Tisbury Edgartown Road. Visitors will learn more about “Restoring Health” and the important conservation message contained in the story of the Health Hen.
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TRAIL USE GUIDELINES
- Use only designated trails and roads.
- Observe all posted rules and regulations.
- OHV Use of Vehicles (OSV) is prohibited.
- Be respectful of other trail users.
- Maintain: All fire hydrants and equipment to place.
- Be cautious in the woods and on trails.
- Follow posted directions.
- Control your dog.
- Be aware of trail hazards and wear blaze orange when appropriate.

LEGEND
- Park Area
- Trail
- Unpaved Road
- Canal
- Bicycle Trail
- Bridle Trail
- Fishing
- Forest Headquarters
- Closed Gate
- Town Boundary
- Pond
- Contour Line (10' Intervals)
- Canoe area in place to encourage non-motorized use. All other trail users are welcome to travel beyond gate.